50 Ways

TO IMPROVE
AUSTRALIAN SOCCER

Freestyle Soccer is the future of the game and the game of the future
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Without doubt, Australia should
be top 20 football nation. With
doubt, we can still make top 50.
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TOP 20
If we can develop different kids to suit the way we coach, we can
develop different ways to suit the kids we coach.
The future of Australian Soccer is great because there’s so much room for
improvement and so many ways to improve. Australia should be a Top 20 Football
Nation and it takes a lot of confidence to believe that. The greatest untapped
resources in Australian Soccer are innovative coaches and talented players. We can
develop an Australian coaching system that reflects the true Australian identity and
adventurous spirit.
The next generation of Australian talent won’t want to be told where to stand, how to
think or what to do. Australian kids don’t get to spend hours playing with a ball on
the beaches, streets and parks like European and South American kids. They need
drills that enable them to think for themselves and create their own moves while they
get hundreds of intuitive ball touches. No Australian sport should ever be ranked
between 50 and 100 in the world without somebody saying or doing something
about it. Welcome to the world of Freestyle Soccer.
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THE WORLD OF FREESTYLE SOCCER
We need to look at what we do and wonder why and then look at what
we don’t do and wonder why not.

In the world of Freestyle Soccer, there are no bad referees, untalented kids or any
other excuse for failure. When we lose a game, it means that we need to do more
next time and we need to do it better. When a kid fails, it means that we need to find
a better way to improve them.
Freestyle Soccer is based on three beliefs: Australia has the talent to become a Top
20 Football nation. The vast majority of kids have the talent to reach the top. We can
improve any Soccer kid in 5 minutes.
There are plenty of training drills that teach Soccer skills. The Next Generation of
Freestyle drills is designed to stimulate intelligence, inspire confidence, improve
performance, activate energy, develop character, encourage creativity, integrate
natural skills and identify talent. In the world of Freestyle Soccer, nobody would ever
think of telling any kid that they lack the talent to reach the top. We need to inspire
kids to follow their dreams. Once we believe in the talent of kids, it’s amazing how
we suddenly discover what they can achieve.
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LEARNING PROGRAM
In the 10 years it takes to coach the average Soccer kid, nobody will
spend 15 minutes with that player to learn anything about them.
Freestyle Soccer is a learning program. Any Soccer kid can develop their own
learning program so they can measure their performance while developing their
fitness and skill. As soon as they arrive at training, Freestyle kids practise ball drills
and record their progress. Any coach could initiate a learning program so they can
identify the strengths, weaknesses, skills, talents, fears, needs and limits of every
kid in their team and develop appropriate training drills. Any coach could maintain
a skills folder so that inspired kids can check where they’re up to and identify the
training drills they need to work on.

Any Soccer club could establish a learning program so that a skills specialist can
monitor mistakes and discover their underlying cause. Any training organisation
could develop a learning program so that research and development teams can
assess the effects of training. Experts don’t need to visit the leading Football nations
to discover how to coach Australian Soccer kids. The answers are standing right in
front of us. We can develop an Australian system to meet the needs of Australian
kids. With a learning program, we can actually discover what kids need to improve
and what they’re capable of achieving.
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SOCCER MAGIC
The quality of our coaching is not measured by how much we teach
but by how much players learn. They’re not always the same thing.

If we know what to look for, we can help any kid find their feet. It doesn’t take magic
or a magician to improve Soccer kids in 5 minutes. Anybody can do it. Take one
ball and stand 2 metres in front of a player. Throw the ball repeatedly so that the
player can head it back. The secret is knowing where to look. Kids look at the ball so
they can control it. Coaches look at the heading technique so they can correct the
mistakes. Spectators look at the head. Nobody looks at the feet.
It’s a simple trick. We all get distracted in Soccer because we follow the bouncing
ball and don’t look at the players. Kids struggle to head the ball because their feet
are glued to the ground and nobody notices because they’re so busy correcting
ball control. If we want to develop skill, we need to focus on technique. If we want to
develop the natural talent that all kids have, we need to look at our players and learn
a lot more about them. Kids improve quickly because they’re willing to look, listen,
ask questions and learn. Adults may take a bit longer. The magic is not in the ball or
the coaching. Soccer magic is in the player.
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AUSTRALIAN FREESTYLE
Kids don’t go to the skate park to stand in line and wait to be told what
to do. They go to take responsibility and think for themselves.
Freestyle kids are the skaters, board riders, basketball players, bike riders and
Soccer kids who train every day on their own or with their mates without any adults
telling them what to do. Freestyle kids make sport fun and they make sport work.
They make their own decisions.
Ordinary training produces ordinary players. Extra training produces extraordinary
players. Ordinary players play it safe and practise what they can do. Freestyle
kids look for a challenge and practise what they can’t do. The most effective way to
motivate Freestyle kids is to tell them what they can’t do and then watch how they
do it. Freestyle kids are the ones who finish every game with a red face and a
soaked shirt.

Most coaches only see kids who train when they’re told and do what they’re told.
They never see the thousands of Freestyle kids who train when they’re not told and
who can think for themselves. Kids develop what we give them. If we give them
too much direction, correction, protection and rejection, they can develop a fear of
failure. We need to give them respect, responsibility, resourcefulness and resilience.
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OPEN LEARNING
We all have eyes, ears, mouths and minds. We just need to open them
so we can look, listen, ask questions and learn about players.
We can improve any Soccer kid in 5 minutes. That might be a slight exaggeration.
It takes 60 seconds to discover the kids who don’t know how to move their feet and
the kids who don’t know what to look at when they kick a ball. It’s surprising how
much we can learn about individuals. All kids are different and they all have different
talents. We can teach the same every day or learn something new every day.
If we look at players, we can see that they stab at a ball because they don’t know
how to move their feet. If we listen to them, we can hear that they don’t know what to
call in a game. If we ask players, we can discover that they don’t know what to look
at when they kick a ball. If we learn about kids, we notice that they never get enough
ball touches to play intuitively. Freestyle Soccer kids are open to different ideas and
challenges. Bold, innovative coaches can challenge their limits. Every game can
reveal better ways and smarter ways to improve kids.
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BETTER PRACTICE
A good coach tells kids what to do. A better coach shows them how.
The best coach explains why so kids can decide when and where.

Perfect doesn’t make perfect. Practice makes perfect. We’re trying to teach perfect
technique to kids who stand perfectly still and remain perfectly quiet. Kids need
to move and call and they need thousands of ball touches for their ball control to
become second nature. We try to improve kids without knowing what each kid
needs to improve. With a learning program we can discover the needs of every
player. Kids need the confidence to make mistakes without being corrected.
Soccer skills are very simple, not easy. Kids aren’t impressed with best practice.
They want better practice so they can constantly challenge themselves. Kids want to
demonstrate their natural talent.
If we can improve any Soccer kid in 5 minutes, we can improve Australian Soccer. It
only takes simple changes to activate Soccer talent so we can compete with other
codes and top Football nations. We need bold, innovative ideas to discover talent
and lift our game.
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WHAT WE DON’T KNOW
The more we learn about Soccer, the more we discover how little
we know.
We know so much about the game and so little about the kids who play it. We don’t
notice what kids look at when they kick a ball. We don’t know where kids move or
what they call when they want the ball. We don’t know how many ball touches kids
need before a game.
A team coach teaches techniques and tactics so that teams can win games. They
don’t have time to learn about every individual kid. We don’t realise how quickly an
individual coach can improve a player or the inspirational effect they can have on
a kid when they give them feedback on their progress. We don’t know how far kids
can kick, head or throw a ball. We don’t know how intelligent, talented or innovative
these kids are because we keep telling them what to think, where to stand and how
to play. We fail to recognise the raw talent.
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A KID AND A BALL
The next generation of Soccer kids is waiting for the next generation
of close repetition training drills to energise them.
In the 10 years it takes to coach juniors, we should be able to learn what kids can
do for the game and what the game can do for kids.
Soccer is all about a kid and a ball. Freestyle Soccer is all about a moving kid and a
moving ball. Kids don’t need to run without a ball, hop over a dead ball or kick a ball
while standing still. They need to integrate their physical, mental, technical
and communication skills.
All kids need a reason to motivate them to try harder. If they go as far as they
can, from there they can see a lot further. When they train with moving targets,
kids develop skills at a much faster rate. When players can juggle a ball 20 times
without dropping it, they realise they can reach 100. A ball teaches kids balance,
coordination, timing, rhythm and confidence without stopping to correct
their mistakes.
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NATURAL SKILLS
Any kid can improve in 5 minutes just by thinking and moving while
controlling a ball. They need to exercise their minds and bodies.
We spend so much time looking at Soccer skills that we overlook the natural skills
that all kids have. We look at the kick and overlook the kid. Players rely on their
natural skills to develop their Soccer skills.
Natural skills include looking, thinking, calling, listening, learning, understanding,
making decisions, remembering and moving. Kids can’t strike the ball if they don’t
know how to move their feet. They can’t strike the target if they don’t know what to
look at. They can’t help the ball player if they don’t know where to move or what
to call.
When things go wrong in a game, coaches don’t focus on the Soccer skills.
They suddenly panic and criticise the natural skills: ‘Why don’t you listen?’ ‘Look
next time.’ ‘Make a run.’ ‘Think about it.’ ‘Give him a call.’ ‘Do something.’ Kids need
their Soccer skills to control the ball. They need their natural skills for the other 95%
of the game.
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TALENT
Soccer is a game of skill. Kids play to emulate the feet of Messi and
Ronaldo. The clue is the name written on the back of their shirts.
We all have talent. It’s what we do with it that counts. There are talented ball players
who are too selfish to pass the ball and there are gifted athletes who are too lazy to
run for it. We need to identify the kids who have the character and responsibility to
control their talent.

The boldest move we can make in Australian Soccer is to believe that all kids have
the talent to reach the top. If we can’t see talent in kids, we need to look more
closely at the way we coach them. The key is to know what to look at and what to
look for. If we search for mistakes, we will find mistakes. If we search for talent, we
will discover talent.
The vast majority of Australian Soccer kids have the talent to reach the top but many
lack the confidence. There are thousands of talented Soccer kids just waiting to be
discovered. We need talented coaches who can develop skill and skilful coaches
who can develop talent.
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C.I.A. TRAINING
Imagine combining a teaching program that develops technical skill
with a learning program that identifies natural ability.

The aim of C.I.A. Training is to coordinate a learning program, integrate natural skills
and activate the talent that all kids have. If we coordinate a learning program with
a coaching system, we can identify what each kid needs to learn. If we integrate
natural skills with Soccer skills, kids can control a ball on the move. If we activate
their intelligence and energy, kids can achieve their full potential.
A coaching system without a learning program is like trying to improve kids
without knowing what each kid needs to improve. Kids play the way they train. If
we separate the technical skill from human movement and isolate the body part to
focus on perfect technique, we will create stiff, mechanical robots. It’s too easy to
teach every kid the same skills. Innovative coaches can set personal learning goals
for each kid and provide regular feedback on their progress. Without a learning
program, we can’t judge if players are talented or untalented.
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MOTOR SKILLS
It’s too easy to drop the ball. There are 10 year old kids who can’t kick
a ball back into their hands without dropping it.
Striking a ball is a simple motor skill just like walking, running or throwing. Imagine
learning to walk by taking one perfect step every two minutes. That’s how some
Soccer kids learn to shoot at goal and they spend the other 90% of the training drill
standing in line talking about it. We learn to walk by walking at 100 steps a minute
which is the same number of kicks that kids can get in 60 seconds of juggling.
We develop motor skills at three levels. At the cognitive (conscious) level we need
to stop and think about what we do. At the associative (familiar) level, we become
more comfortable with the ball and at the autonomous (intuitive) level we can think
and act without stopping.
Imagine how stiff and mechanical everyone would look if we all tried to walk the
same perfect way. All players are different. They all have different styles that become
comfortable with practice. Soccer kids need hundreds of repetitive ball touches to
reach their intuitive level.
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200 TOUCHES
Most adults don’t know what makes Australian Soccer kids tick or
what makes them kick. Freestyle kids are the innovation generation.
In a game of control, most kids don’t know how to get a feel for the ball. Coaches
don’t know how many ball touches Soccer kids need to develop intuitive control.
Anybody can find out. Anyone can measure how many ball touches kids take before
they’re ready to play a game.

It takes at least 200 ball touches for players to develop their eye/foot coordination
and for intuitive control to kick in. Any coach can easily discover that for themselves.
The first touches will be too hard or too soft, too fast or too slow, too early or too late,
too high or too low, too left or too right. After 200 touches, their ball control becomes
more consistent. In a learning program, any mentor is able to measure this.
Most Soccer kids have no idea how many kicks they need to reach their peak. No
coach has told them and they’ve never thought about it. Any kid can improve in 5
minutes just by getting 200 ball touches.
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MAKING A DIFFERENCE
We know what makes every kid the same but we don’t know what
makes every kid different. That’s the key to the future of Soccer.
A team of soldiers might look like mechanical robots when they all march together
but, when they stop marching, we discover that each individual is a specialist in their
own area of expertise. The vast majority of kids may look like they lack the talent to
reach the top but, when we actually learn about them, we discover how innovative
they really are. When kids make mistakes, the real challenge is to discover the
underlying cause. We need to develop a learning program so that every player can
become a specialist in their chosen area of interest.
When we use one system that fits everybody, we create a lot of mean average
kids. If we keep doing the same, we will keep getting the same results. All kids are
different. They all have different peak skills that define them and weak skills that
hinder them. Intelligent and talented 17 year old Soccer players are repeating the
same mistakes they learned when they were 7. It usually takes at least 5 minutes to
identify the cause of long term mistakes so we can eliminate them.
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10 KEY ELEMENTS
There are plenty of skilful kids who keep both feet firmly on the
ground. Freestyle kids get up on their toes and keep moving.

A learning program is designed to discover how kids move, what they aim for, what
they look at, what they call when they want the ball, what they listen for, what they
think about, what inspires them and what scares them. Freestyle Soccer is not just
about players. There are so many innovative and creative coaches just copying
each other. They need to believe that Australia can be a Top 20 Football Nation.
It doesn’t take 10 years to develop Soccer players if we discover what defines
each talented kid. It only takes a few minutes to show players how to synchronise
physical, mental, emotional and technical control.
There are 10 key elements in a learning program. We can improve any kid by
looking at their footwork and vision, power and precision, movement and decision,
belief and repetition, challenge and intuition.
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FOOTWORK
Upper body sports like cricket, tennis, basketball and boxing
understand the importance of footwork.
A lot of Australian Soccer kids are flat footed, stiff legged and one footed.
They struggle to control the ball because they don’t know how to move their feet.
It’s difficult for Soccer kids to strike a ball cleanly when they lead with their striking
foot. This makes them stab at the ball awkwardly instead of letting the foot swing
through it smoothly.
When kids practise heading, coaches stare at their head so they can correct
their heading technique. They never look at the kids or notice that their feet are
flat on the ground. We can spend years teaching the same skills and correcting
the same mistakes if we don’t know how to search for the underlying cause. It only
takes 5 minutes to show kids how to move their feet so that they can improve their
ball control.

Footwork should be a key element of ballwork. If kids stand still at training, they
will stand flat footed in a game. If they stand in an assembly line waiting to shoot,
or stand in a circle sharing one ball before kickoff, they will become conditioned
to wait, hesitate and spectate. They will go through the motions in a game
without moving.
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VISION
The 2020 Freestyle Vision is to see Australia become a Top 20 Football
Nation by the year 2020.

The vast majority of Australian Soccer kids have no idea what to look at when they
strike a ball. Some kids look at the ball and some look at the goal. Some look up at
the target before they shoot and some only look at the target after they shoot. Some
kids take their eyes off the ball as they shoot so they can see the net bulge. Some
kids close their eyes when they head the ball so they don’t get hurt. Most coaches
have no idea what kids are looking at when they’re striking the ball.
Experts see what they’re trained to see. They focus closely on ball technique and
they look for mistakes to correct. They’re not trained to look at the eyes of players.
Strikers, who check the target first, will keep their eyes on the ball as they kick.
Strikers, who don’t take aim, will take their eyes off the ball. Anyone can see that
for themselves.
We can improve any Australian Soccer kid in 5 minutes by showing them what
to aim for before they shoot and what to look at when they strike the ball. It’s very
simple. 17 year old kids who take their eyes off the ball have been doing that for 10
years. Any coach can stand behind the goal and discover what each kid looks at
when they kick.
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POWER
Kids will find their power when they stop looking for it.
Most kids expect too much too soon. The only reason kids lack power is because
they try too hard to strike the ball too hard. They try to find power first before they
develop timing. It’s the wrong way around. If they relax and develop timing first, their
power will increase naturally without them straining. They just need timing to get a
feel for the ball.
When they only practise shooting for 15 minutes a week, too many teams start
kicking from outside the 18 yard box and blast the ball as hard as they can over the
crossbar. Freestyle kids learn how to finish because they know where to start. Power
shooting begins in the 6 yard box so that kids can develop eye/foot coordination
using short, slow, simple, two touch control on the ground. Once they can hear the
deep sound that perfect timing makes, they gradually extend their range.

So many kids put 100% power into their shots when they only have to beat the
keeper. Little kids can blast the ball over the bar from inside the 6 yard box
because they think big, aim big and shoot big. When the pressure is greatest in a
game, Freestyle kids are able to relax and place the shot because they’ve done it
thousands of times in practice.
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PRECISION
If kids think big, and aim big, they will miss big. If they think small, and
aim small, they will miss small. What they see is what they get.
Players are very accurate but they don’t know it because there are no small targets
in Soccer. Kids are so accurate that they can kick a ball straight at the keeper
wherever he stands in the goal. Every kid has an optimum accuracy range that
can easily be measured and extended.

In a coaching program, we can teach every kid how to kick and shoot. In a learning
program, kids can discover how to pass and score goals. Freestyle kids learn to aim
for small moving targets and keep their eyes on the ball as they kick. They develop
sharpshooting skills. Once they improve their strong foot they can develop their
weak foot. Once they find control on the ground they can develop control in the air.
Soccer goals are too big. We can line up 34 balls between the two posts and
stack10 balls from the ground to the crossbar. That’s 340 different places to aim for.
Kids get confused and aim for 340 targets simultaneously. Professional marksmen
don’t aim for the target. They aim for the bullseye which is the smallest part of
the target.
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MOVEMENT
In a game of movement, it’s amazing how many attackers go and
stand still with the defenders on corners, throws and free kicks.
The centre midfielder has the ball. Three forwards stand next to their markers
and wait for the pass so that they can decide where to run. The ball player is
desperately waiting for one kid to make a run and a call. We spend a lot of time
telling kids what to do with the ball and we rarely notice what they do without the
ball for 95% of the game.
Group training drills that involve a lot of standing around will create static kids in
a game. Close repetition drills are designed to stimulate intelligence, encourage
innovative movement, develop intuitive control and create muscle memory with
hundreds of ball touches.
Freestyle kids move and make something happen. A striker who runs across the
goalmouth on a corner kick, will draw two defenders out of position and create
space for a team mate on the far post. A slow kid who runs will beat a fast kid who
stands still. An untalented kid who moves to the ball will beat a talented kid who
stands and waits for it.
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DECISION
The most difficult skill in Soccer is making the right decision.
Soccer skills are very simple, not easy. Any Soccer kid can learn how to trap, pass,
dribble, head the ball, tackle and shoot. The challenge is knowing when to choose
the right skill. The strength of character in Freestyle kids enables them to make the
bold decisions intuitively.

Kids need the freedom to see for themselves, think for themselves and express
themselves so they can discover for themselves what works and what doesn’t work.
We’re not helping players by helping them. We’re just making them more dependent
on the older generation.
Decision making isn’t a Soccer skill. It’s an instinctive ability that comes from
looking, listening, communicating, thinking, learning and understanding. If we don’t
have confidence in kids to let them make decisions, we will teach them all to look,
think, stretch, move, kick and play the same way and they will always stay at the
same level.
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BELIEF
When the kids believe in the coach, and the coach believes in the kids,
the kids will believe in themselves.
In the future, Australian Soccer kids will have the confidence to think for themselves,
believe in themselves, speak up for themselves and express themselves. The
biggest step we can make in Australian Soccer is to believe that all kids have
the talent to reach the top and then we will look for their talent and reveal other
untapped resources.

Every Top 20 Football Nation believes in the identity, character and spirit of their
next generation. When coaches search for talent, they soon discover that different
kids show character, initiative, creativity, intelligence, determination, innovation,
perseverance and resilience. Future Soccer will be based on the qualities of
Australian Soccer players. We can’t teach these but we can learn how to
develop them.
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REPETITION
Perfect doesn’t make perfect. Practice makes perfect.
When ten kids stand in the firing line waiting to shoot at goal, each kid spends 10%
of their time practising technique and the other 90% of their time standing around,
talking and forgetting all about it. If kids are going to stand in a line, they should
have a ball at their feet.
The average kid who stands in a circle sharing one ball before kickoff gets10 ball
touches and spends the next 20 minutes making unforced errors. Coaches have
no idea how many ball touches kids need before they’re ready to play a game.
There are simple ways to find out. Most Freestyle kids can get 200 ball touches in 5
minutes just by juggling.
When players learn a new skill, they take their time and think about it (cognitive
stage). As they become comfortable, they increase their speed, power and range
(associative stage). As they develop their confidence, their skill becomes second
nature (intuitive stage). Some Aussie kids never get enough practice to get past the
cognitive stage.
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CHALLENGE
Some kids look at a challenge and can only see a problem. Other kids
look at the same problem and can only see a challenge.

Sport should be a challenge. Coaching should be a challenge. Players should
be a challenge. It’s too easy to select the elite kids who already know how to play.
The coaching challenge is to select struggling kids who need all the help they can
get. We don’t need to overlook kids if we can discover the key to improve them.
If we can’t find talent in a kid by using a coaching system, we can still try a
learning program.
The real Freestyle Challenge is to find one Australian Soccer kid who can’t be
improved in 5 minutes. Australia should be a Top 20 Football Nation but it will take a
while if we’re too hesitant to try it. There are coaches who don’t realise that they can
help struggling kids to reach the top. An untalented kid who wants to learn it all will
achieve a lot more than a talented kid who already thinks that they know it all. Sport
should be a challenge that galvanises all participants into action.
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INTUITION
It’s amazing what kids can achieve when they don’t know what they
can’t do.
A bunch of Soccer kids run around laughing, shouting, dribbling, tackling, losing
the ball, chasing it, getting it back, trying things and making plenty of mistakes.
These kids drive, strive, thrive and come alive. Then the coach arrives and, within 5
minutes, these kids stand dead still and dead quiet while the coach tells them how
to play the correct way. We never see how good Soccer kids really are because we
don’t think they know what to do, how to think or where to move.
A Japanese study has shown that top players, like Neymar, only use 10% of the
brain capacity that ordinary players use in competition. They learn to play at an
intuitive level. Kids have a mind and body of their own and they need to challenge
them to reach their full potential. If we give them freedom to run their own drills, they
will think about their game and take responsibility for their own training. It’s too easy
to teach every kid to be the same. We need kids to make a difference.
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CALLING
We keep telling Soccer kids what not to call, not what to call.
In a game of communication, the most common call in Soccer is ‘mine’ because
coaches keep telling kids not to say ‘mine’ so that’s the one word that sticks in their
head. We tell kids to call for the ball. So, Tim has the ball and four team mates shout
out ‘Tim’. All this tells Tim is that four kids want the ball. It doesn’t tell him where they
want the ball. Two team mates clash going for the same high ball, or same tackle,
simply because neither of them bothered to call a name.
Calling is the simplest way to increase team possession without using any energy.
Effective calling provides information for the ball player. Intelligent calling can turn
eleven individuals into a team. There are at least 20 calls that kids can use in a
game. Any coach can make a list of calls that they want kids to use. It only takes
5 minutes of a session to test the kids on this list. The two most important calls are
‘time’ and ‘man on’. Calling is a sign of confidence. The dominant team is usually
noisy because they’re hungry to win the ball and the game.
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
It only takes 5 minutes to show any kid that they can improve. Short
term results are the most effective way to inspire kids.

The most important subject any kid can learn about is themselves. They need
to recognise their strengths, weaknesses, skills, talents, fears, needs and limits.
Freestyle kids set themselves short term goals and keep a record of their skills
development and their fitness levels. They know where they’re up to and can identify
their next target. So many Soccer kids lack confidence because we keep correcting
them. Freestyle kids base their confidence on facts, not personal opinions. By
measuring their performance and improvement, they can see how quickly they’re
developing and take responsibility for their progress.
Every team coach should maintain a training folder so that kids can work on specific
skills as soon as they arrive at the oval. Every Soccer kid should have a Socceroo
Training Diary so they can keep track of their juggling figures and fitness tests. A
Training Diary can contain inspirational quotes from the top players and advice on
training drills.
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MISTAKES
We correct kids by telling them what they did wrong. We need to
correct their mistakes by showing them how to do it right.
It’s impossible for an adult to watch kids make mistakes without stopping them to
correct their technique. We think we’re helping kids by constantly reminding them
what’s wrong with them. We can spend years correcting the same simple techniques
or spend 5 minutes observing the mistakes and identifying their underlying cause.
When kids struggle to head the ball, we correct their heading technique and never
discover why kids stand still or lunge like mechanical robots.
Some kids make mistakes because they worry about making mistakes in case their
mates laugh at them or their coach shouts at them. If we tell kids to make plenty
of mistakes, they will stop worrying. As soon as they stop worrying, they will stop
making mistakes.
We can improve any kid in 5 minutes just by telling them to make as many mistakes
as they like. Most coaches are too reluctant to make that decision so they never
discover the true potential of their players. It’s easier for coaches to assume that kids
lack talent than to question their own coaching. In the world of Freestyle Soccer, kids
learn from everything they do because they’re not scared of losing or failing.
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OBSTACLES
Failure can motivate us to try harder and success can inspire us to aim
higher. Our character determines how we overcome adversity.
There are only four obstacles to achievement and these come from within us.
Ignorance, laziness, selfishness and fear at all levels of sport can create inertia and
stop us from reaching our full potential.

Freestyle kids make the best of what they have. They use their intelligence to
increase their knowledge. They work harder to produce better results. They support
their team mates to increase team spirit and they constantly challenge themselves to
improve their confidence.
It’s too easy to give up on players when we believe that they lack the talent to reach
the top. We look for the kids who are easy to coach. Freestyle Soccer looks for the
kids who present a challenge. The fact that we can improve any Soccer kid in 5
minutes tells us a lot about coaching and players. Kids might not reach the top but
they can still achieve their personal best if they have mentors to encourage them.
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FEAR
Fear of failure is the greatest obstacle in sport. Let’s face it.

Sport is the control of fear under pressure. When there is frantic shouting from the
sideline, that’s a game of fear. Kids who are dead scared of saying or doing the
wrong thing, become dead quiet and stand dead still. The reaction to stress is not
fight or flight but freeze.
Some kids might have a fear a juggling, a fear of heading or a fear of shooting.
These are easily overcome. Some kids have a fear of failure, making mistakes or
losing a game. Some develop a fear of weakness. Non-competitive sport is a fear of
failure. The striker who passes the ball in front of an open goal has a fear of failure.
Well-meaning adults can give kids direction, correction, protection and rejection but
they don’t anticipate the long term effects on players and their confidence.
All kids want to be accepted in a team. Some kids have a fear of being wrong, being
different or being ignored. Once they can face their fear, and tackle their weakness,
the fear disappears and kids discover their abilities. A personal trainer will help any
kid to overcome their fears.
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SIMPLE STEPS
The mean average kids go flat out too early. The Freestyle kids learn to
pace themselves so they can finish the game strongly.
A lot of kids want instant gratification. They try too hard to kick the ball too far. They
rush and expect too much too soon. Some kids try fancy tricks before they develop
basic skills. Some kids blast the ball over the bar before they learn to pass. Some
coaches practise power shooting for kids who can’t keep their shots down in the 6
yard box.
There are simple steps to develop endurance, speed, strength, power, range,
accuracy, skill, creativity and confidence. Freestyle kids start with short, simple,
slow, smooth, two touch control on the ground and gradually increase the speed,
distance, power, resistance and degree of difficulty. Freestyle kids aren’t limited
by a training timetable or agenda. They persevere with a particular skill until they
can master it and then they can move on to the next level. All creative artists and
musicians start with a firm conventional foundation. They learn to do the simple
things well before they begin to improvise their own style. Even professional
marksmen need to take cold shots to warm up.
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CHESS
Chess gives little kids the knowledge to play their own game.

Little kids can’t play Soccer without being told what to do and where to move by
adults who just want to help them. That’s human nature.
Every Soccer kid in Primary School should be given the freedom to play chess so
they learn at an early age to look, think for themselves, make their own decisions,
create their own moves, make their own mistakes, win, lose and increase their
knowledge and experience.
Chess teaches kids to look at both sides of a game, learn about attack and defence,
anticipate the opposition, discover new ideas, think two steps ahead, create new
moves and study the most important subject in sport – their character. Kids can
take control of their own skills development and learn to think and move laterally, not
simply act and move like pawns. Chess teaches kids how to out-think, out-play and
out-manoeuvre their opponents without adults hovering over them.
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CARD GAMES
If we believe that kids lack skill, we’ve got a lot to teach. If we believe
that kids lack talent, we’ve got a lot to learn.
Most players have no idea how quickly they can improve. The card system enables
Soccer kids to take responsibility for their own skills development at their own pace
and in their own time. Each player is given a card, a pen and a ball. Step One,
they juggle the ball 10 times and write their 10 juggling figures across the top of the
card. Step Two, they pick the lowest number and try to beat it. Step Three, they
write the new number down in the next space and cross out the old number. Step
Four, repeat the same process. It’s simple because kids just need to beat the lowest
number till they reach a target they can’t beat. Their control and results will improve
with every short session.
Juggling gives kids the freedom to control how quickly they develop and juggling
cards show them the most effective pathway. Kids can rotate between 10 different
juggling drills while getting thousands of repetitive ball touches either on their own or
with their team mates.
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DNA PROFILE
Every Soccer kid can identify their own peak skills and weak skills.

A DNA Profile is a self assessment tool that kids can use to identify their individual
skills, talents, strengths, weaknesses, fears, needs and limits so they can improve.
Every kid has a unique DNA Profile. A team coach can use DNA Profiles to plan
appropriate training drills.
Each kid is given the same list of 10 skills: Trapping, Passing, Heading, Dribbling,
Defence, Confidence, Fitness, Support, Juggling and Shooting. They identify their
best skill as No. 1 and their worst as No. 10. Second best is No. 2 and second worst
is No. 9. Third best is No. 3 and third worst is No. 8. This indicates the three peak
skills that define them and the three weak skills that they need to improve.
The key element is Confidence. Kids will never admit that they lack Confidence but
they will tick it as number 9 or 10 if it’s included in a list. Every DNA profile gives us
better insight into character. A peak skill is what kids do better than anything else. A
peak talent is what kids do better than anyone else. Any coach can discover which
kids have the best speed, endurance, throw, control, power or accuracy.
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CLOSE REPETITION DRILLS
There’s a different key to every kid and a different drill for every skill.
When kids go to practice, they go to practise, not to stand in line. The average
kid who stands around waiting to shoot at goal, gets 5 touches of the ball every
5 minutes. Freestyle Soccer kids get 100 ball touches in 5 minutes using close
repetition drills. Freestyle drills create results that are immediate, clear, achievable,
measurable and permanent. They provide high levels of movement, control,
communication and decision making. Close repetition drills integrate natural skills
with Soccer skills so kids can think and move while they control the ball.
A teaching program develops kids to play the same way regardless of their levels
of intelligence, talent or experience. A learning program develops training drills to
fit the needs of individual kids so that we can identify their strengths, weaknesses,
skills and talents. Freestyle kids practise training drills that inspire their confidence
and stimulate their intelligence. They use Fire Drills to shoot, Rapid Fire Drills to
think, Pressure Drills to compete and Power Drills to dominate.
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JUGGLING
Kids don’t need juggling skills to play Soccer but they need Soccer
skills to be able to juggle. Juggling improves their Soccer skills.
In 5 minutes, any kid can take 100 steps, make 100 decisions and get 100 ball
touches just by juggling a Soccer ball. Juggling is the most effective way for Soccer
kids to develop ball control while getting thousands of kicks. It gives kids confidence
to express themselves.
Little kids need a beginners program where they can use their hands and let the ball
bounce while they learn how to juggle and develop their basic motor skills. After a
while they won’t need their hands.

When a kid juggles a Soccer ball 30 times, the last 10 numbers add up to a lot more
than the first 10. It takes at least 200 touches of the ball before eye/foot coordination
kicks in. Any coach can discover this for themselves in a few minutes. Juggling
is the key to freedom for kids. The secret to juggling is as simple as walking and
running. Kids just need to alternate their feet so they regain balance every time they
put their foot down. There is no way to fake juggling skills. The only way that kids
can learn to juggle a ball is to spend a lot of time and effort.
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BALLWORK IN PAIRS
Ballwork in Pairs is the quickest and most efficient way for Soccer kids
to communicate and synchronise their control and support.

Any kid can strike and receive a ball but a lot of kids just pass the ball and then
stand still. They don’t understand where to move, what to do or how to call.
Close Ballwork in Pairs teaches kids to pass and move, give and go, hit and run.
Kids learn to read the moves of team mates. They learn to look, think, talk, listen,
move and support each other while getting hundreds of repetitive ball touches in a
few minutes.
Soccer teams spend too much time standing in line, waiting to kick a dead ball.
We need to revolutionise skills training so that players can reach an autonomous
level where their ball control becomes intuitive. Australian Soccer kids need close
repetition drills in pairs so they are either constantly controlling the ball or supporting
the ball player. Freestyle Soccer is the continuous flow of movement, communication
and energy. Ordinary kids keep stopping. Freestyle kids keep going.
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JUGGLING CIRCLE
Players who learn to do what they’re told can develop their skill.
Players who learn to think for themselves can develop their talent.
When a group of talented kids juggle a ball in a circle, they should be able to keep
the ball up between them. Most elite groups can’t put 10 passes together without
dropping the ball. They don’t move, don’t call and don’t work together as a team.
Kids look great when we tell them what to do but they look lost when they need to
use their initiative. Coaches will gradually become more aware of this inertia
and silence.
Some kids stab at the ball because they stand flat footed. Skilful kids lose the ball
because they always want to try the difficult moves. Two kids go for the same ball
because neither of them calls. A Juggling Circle is an Activity Centre. It can improve
any group of kids in 5 minutes by activating talent. It can become a Communications
Centre, Control Centre, Intelligence Centre, Observation Centre, Call Centre,
Learning Centre, Information Centre and Entertainment Centre. It can provide
an accurate insight into how kids behave in a team situation. It identifies kids
who assert themselves and shy kids who hold back.
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FREE RANGE PRACTICE
Every kid has an optimum accuracy range and power range.

Kids need to learn about themselves before learning about the game. Players
need to know their physical, mental and technical limits so that they don’t try to
exceed them in a game. They need to know their effective distribution range so they
don’t get pressured into passing the ball too far. Most kids have no idea what their
optimum range is.
Any kid can measure their range of accuracy by using target cones. Two kids can
help each other to become proficient marksmen. Any coach can measure the
effective range of each kid in their team and discover which kids are able to play the
long ball. Cone practice is the most effective way for kids to develop footwork and
vision, power and precision. It teaches kids to think small, aim small and miss small.
If a 5 year old can hit a small cone 10 metres away, and increases the range by 2
metres every year, we will discover a 15 year old player with an accuracy range of
30 metres. A winger needs to know what their comfort zone is when they cross the
ball. If a ball player has an optimum range of 30 metres, they know not to risk a 45
metre pass. Freestyle kids get thousands of free kicks and learn from each one.
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NETWORKING
If we lower the bar any further, nobody will be able to score goals.
In a game decided by goals, most kids don’t know how to shoot because most
coaches don’t know how to score goals. The average striker spends 15 minutes
each week standing in line with the rest of their team and blasting the ball over the
crossbar as hard as they can while taking their eyes off the ball so that they can see
the net bulge.
Freestyle kids take a different approach to goals. They run their own shooting drills
for 2 hours using up to 100 balls so that they can keep repeating the same shots
until they master them and change the drills.

True marksmanship is a specialist skill that depends on footwork and vision, power
and precision, movement and decision, belief and repetition, challenge and intuition.
It requires specialist instructors visiting every team and a Top Gun academy in every
major region.
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CROSS TRAINING
Freestyle kids learn to predict and intercept small moving targets

Ordinary Soccer kids are very straightforward. They run straight forward and kick
straight forward. Freestyle kids develop 360 degree awareness. They can sprint
down the wing and cross the ball at any angle. Cross training should be a key part
of every shooting session.
At shooting practice, kids should rotate between feeding the ball, crossing the ball
and striking the ball so that they can appreciate the roles of their team mates. The
distributor needs to judge the pace and direction of the receiver and the striker
needs to read the speed of the feed so they can apply the appropriate amount of
power into the shot.
Any ordinary kid can kick a ball and shoot. Talented kids learn how to pass a ball
and score. Freestyle kids discover how to distribute and cross a ball to maximise the
scoring potential. They know when to float the high ball to the far post, cut the ball
back or drive it hard and low to the near post. Coaches don’t need to feed the ball at
training. They’re not going to feed the ball in the game. Kids are old enough to feed
themselves. Freestyle kids learn to predict the flightpath of a ball.
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SHARPSHOOTING
Sharpshooter training shows strikers how much they’re missing.
In a game determined by the number of goals, the average talented striker spends
so little time at shooting practice that they tend to panic in front of an open goal. The
best advice they get is to shoot as hard and as often as possible in the hope that the
keeper will miss the ball. Freestyle strikers practice until goal scoring becomes a
fait accompli.
No Soccer kid will ever learn to score goals by standing in the firing line and taking
one pot shot every two minutes. Australian Soccer kids need intensive repetition
marksmanship training so that they can react spontaneously and effectively under
pressure in the penalty area. Sharpshooter training is a one hour shooting session
for one striker using 30 balls. It takes 5 minutes to show kids how to score goals.
The other 55 minutes enable a striker to get multiple shots on target while they
move, make their own decisions and learn from each one.

Little kids stand flat footed and panic in front of an open goal. They aim at the whole
goal and stab at the ball. Imagine how good any Soccer player would become
if they could spend one hour shooting at goal from every angle and distance.
Sharpshooters learn to relax in the box, aim for a small target and strike through
the ball smoothly.
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HEADING THE RIGHT WAY
When kids kick a ball, watch their eyes. When they head a ball, watch
their feet. Kids need their whole body to control the ball.

Experts see what they’re trained to see. When kids struggle to head the ball,
coaches look at their head and correct the heading technique. Players keep
repeating the same simple mistakes so their coaches naturally assume that the kids
lack talent. Kids don’t make mistakes on purpose. They’re only repeating what the
coach tells them to do.
When we learn about players, we discover that flat footed kids lunge at the ball
awkwardly. It takes 5 minutes to teach kids how to head a ball. Fear of heading is
real. Concussion is real. So many kids are scared of heading because they were
hurt when they were younger. Little kids brace themselves, close their eyes and
let the ball strike them instead of them striking the ball. It’s only basic physics that
they get hurt. HEADSTART is a safe and simple way for kids to take the ding out of
heading, and gradually increase their confidence in the air.
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SOCCEROBICS
Players need to move if they want to improve. They need to believe if
they want to achieve.
When the average Soccer kid only trains for 100 hours a year, they need to optimise
their time on the ball. Too many talented kids spend too much training time standing
in too many lines. There’s a risk of programming intelligent individuals to replace
mechanical robots.
At training, some kids run around the oval without a ball or they practise basic ball
skills while standing still. Soccerobics is fitness training with a ball. It integrates
physical skills with Soccer skills.

Every kid, Soccer or not, can benefit from playing with a round ball. Kids, who
spend more time developing their computer skills than their motor skills, lose their
natural ability to throw, kick and catch. Soccerobics develops eye/foot coordination,
balance, timing, rhythm, flexibility and agility and helps teenagers to overcome any
problems they may experience with obesity, self esteem, stress or boredom.
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SKILLS PARK
A Skills Park is where Soccer kids can come to their senses and learn
to look, listen, think for themselves and get a feel for the ball.
The Skills Park, like the Skate Park, is a training environment where self motivated
kids develop respect, responsibility, resourcefulness and resilience without constant
instruction or supervision from well intentioned adults. The Skills Park should be run
by kids for kids.
Every Soccer kid wants a Skills Park where they can practise with their mates. Local
councils understand the needs of youth and they provide skate parks, BMX tracks,
cricket nets and basketball courts so that kids can develop a sense of purpose and
a sense of achievement. Soccer kids need Soccer nets so they can train whenever
they want.
At a Skills Park, kids create the drills that they want to practise. They have the
freedom to make their own spontaneous decisions. When kids take ownership of
their training, the results become immediate, clear, measurable and permanent.
Motivation has to come from kids. A Teenage Mentor is the most appropriate person
to manage a Skills Park because kids relate to them, respect them and learn
from them.
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SHOOTING GALLERY
When kids set short term goals, they always find targets to aim for.

Every oval has one isolated corner, away from the club house, where one goal can
be set up specifically for shooting practice. A Shooting Gallery is an appropriate
place for teams to meet before each game. It encourages kids to focus on their ball
skills without waiting to be told. Serious strikers need to take shots before every
game so they can get rid of mistakes and find their range. On a wet or windy day,
every kid needs to practise before kickoff so they can get used to the conditions.
Soccer kids don’t know how to feed the ball, put in crosses or run their own training
drills because coaches always take control. On match day, the coach is better
prepared to play than any kid because they run all the warmup drills. We need to
have more faith in our own players. Every club should give kids access to Soccer
balls and equipment so that players can take responsibility for their own skills
development. Any kid can learn how to play. Freestyle kids learn how to coach.
Every Soccer region should have a Goal Scoring Academy run by a sharpshooter
specialist who can develop Top Gun strikers.
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MATCH PREPARATION
Some kids fail to prepare and other kids just prepare to fail.
The average Australian Soccer kid gets 10 ball touches before kickoff and they
spend the next 20 minutes making unforced errors. All across Australia, whole
squads copy each other and stand in a circle sharing one ball and waiting for
someone to pass to them. Kids need at least 200 ball touches before their eye/
foot coordination kicks in. Any coach can discover that. When Freestyle kids arrive
at a game, they take a ball out and practise. Players can get 200 ball touches in 5
minutes just by juggling, wall practice or close ball control in pairs.

It’s amazing how many kids lose a Soccer game before kickoff. Some teams worry
about how big their opponents are. Some kids remember that the referee penalised
them in the last game. It’s surprising how quickly one negative comment can go
through a whole team. Some coaches like to present a comprehensive lecture
before kickoff. Any coach who gives a 15 minute speech before a game should give
kids a 5 minute test after the game to see how much they actually remember.
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HOW TO PLAY SOCCER WITHOUT A
BALL
A skilful player can dominate 5% of a game with the ball. A talented
player can dominate the other 95% of the game without the ball.
Australian Soccer is centred on the ball and the ball player. Soccer kids learn to
strike, receive and move with the ball so they become conditioned to think ‘ball and
goal’. Attackers watch the ball and get caught offside. Defenders follow the ball and
overlook the blind side.
Freestyle Soccer develops the intelligence, character and natural talent that all kids
have. Stealth players constantly move in a game so they can disrupt the opposition
with their dummy runs. Freestyle kids think ‘space and possession’ so that they look,
think and move 360 degrees.
It’s not the Aussie spirit to stand around at training or in games and wait to see
what happens. Australian kids need the freedom to think for themselves, express
themselves and believe in themselves. Junior Soccer needs to be exciting,
challenging, spontaneous, inspiring and unpredictable so that it can compete with
other Australian codes.
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CHARACTER
Kids achieve because they don’t know what they can’t do. Adults give
up too easily because they know what they can’t do.
All kids have external qualities that can be coached (fitness and skill) and internal
qualities that can’t be coached (character, intelligence). At grading, we select the
fit and skilful players so we can teach them fitness and skill. We need to identify the
Freestyle kids with character and intelligence because we can easily teach them
how to play ball.

Skill is what we teach kids. Talent is what they do with their skill. Intelligence is
what they do with their talent. Character is what they do with their intelligence.
Confidence is what they do with their character. It’s more rewarding to coach
untalented kids who want to learn it all than talented kids who think that they already
know it all. Some kids are driven, hungry, passionate, competitive, motivated and
inspired. Some kids are intelligent, innovative, intuitive, aware and focused. Some
kids are respectful, responsible, resourceful, reliable and resilient. Some kids are
quiet, hesitant and unsure of their ability. All these kids have talent waiting to be
discovered and developed.
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RESPONSIBILITY
Freestyle kids make bold decisions and bold moves to reach the top.

Every kid is responsible for the games they play. The other team can only play as
well as we let them. When we lose a game, it means that we have to do more next
time and we have to do it a lot better. If we look for excuses, we eliminate the best
reason we have to train harder.
Every coach is responsible for the players they coach. All players are different.
There’s a different key to every kid and a different drill for every skill. There isn’t one
master key that fits every player. When a player struggles, it means that we have
to look for more ways, better ways, faster ways, smarter ways and different ways to
improve them. It’s too easy to pick the kids who can already play. The challenge for
coaches is to engage with kids who need all the coaching they can get.
Freestyle Soccer kids take responsibility for their skills development because they
don’t have time to waste looking for excuses and they only have themselves to
blame. They search for the next challenge.
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TEENAGE MENTORS
The teenage mentor of today is the coach of the future.
In the world of Australian Soccer, a team coach teaches techniques and tactics so
their teams can be successful. They don’t have time to look at individual players or
learn about their talents. In the world of Freestyle Soccer, every team coach has a
teenage mentor to help them develop their team. At least one kid in every team has
an older brother or sister who can easily assume the role of teenage mentor.

Ideally, a teenage mentor is three years older than the team players so kids can
relate to them and will listen to them. The teenage mentor can take the pressure off
the team coach by demonstrating ball skills. When the coach needs to focus on one
or two players, the teenage mentor can run a grid game for the rest of the players.
Coaches teach kids and motivate them. Teenage mentors can set an example and
inspire kids. In any club, teenage mentors are the untapped resources that need
to be researched and developed. They become the obvious option for running the
Skills Park or managing the Shooting Gallery.
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BUDDY SYSTEM
We should never give up on the kid who never wants to give up.
Every Freestyle Soccer kid has the opportunity to reach the top regardless of their
levels of experience, talent, intelligence or position on the field. The buddy system
ensures that no Australian Soccer kid ever gets left behind. In any junior team, kids
can be paired off with a training partner. If the number of kids is uneven, the team
captain can pair off with the coach to demonstrate specific skills and drills. The team
captain should always be the most respected player in the squad, who can show a
proficiency and confidence with basic ball skills. Before every match, players should
practise close repetition drills in pairs to ensure that every kid gets at least 200
touches of the ball.
A team is only as strong as its weakest link. That makes it essential to help every
individual and treat every kid as equal in the squad. Every kid should have at least
one person who believes in them, has their back, and helps them try harder at
training and keep going in games.
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INDIVIDUAL COACHING
A team coach learns to read the play. An individual coach learns to
read the player.

Some sports have an assistant coach, goal kicking coach, statistician, defence
coach or conditioner. Soccer has one team coach trying to do a bit of everything.
Junior teams need two coaches; one to teach the team and one to learn about the
players. A team coach prepares a kid for one season. An individual coach can
prepare a kid for all seasons.
A team coach teaches fitness, skills and tactics. At training, they look at techniques
and they look for mistakes. In games, they follow the bouncing ball and don’t have
time to see what kids can do without it. Soccer kids need an individual coach who
can identify their strengths and weaknesses and develop a system to maximise
their potential.
A personal trainer can stimulate intelligence, inspire confidence, identify mistakes,
discover their underlying cause, challenge limits, recognise talent and encourage
creativity. Kids don’t stop growing in the off season. Their mental, physical and
technical development needs the continuity that an individual coach can provide.
Any coach can find the key to improve any individual Soccer kid in 5 minutes.
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SKILLS SPECIALIST
Every coach has the potential to specialise in one area of interest or
expertise so they can provide a wider range of skills for Soccer kids.
All kids make mistakes. There are 17 year old kids making the same mistakes they
learned when they were 7 but now they can make them instinctively. There are
intelligent College kids who take their eyes off the ball every time they shoot and
coaches have never noticed. If overlooked for too long, simple mistakes become
permanent habits.
Given the amount of coaching expertise in Australia, there should be expert cells
appointed for specific ability such as defence, juggling, shooting, dribbling, and
heading. Skills specialists can be identified to research and develop safe and
progressive training. In particular, they can evaluate the effects of training drills on
the development of kids.
Australian Soccer is loaded with untapped coaching resources. Every club has
senior players or retired coaches who can assist in talent identification. All junior
teams need help with scoring goals. A skills coordinator can measure performance,
design training drills, identify technical problems and assist the coach by acting as
a talent scout.
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TROUBLESHOOTER
Some Football codes already have specialist goal kicking coaches.

A Troubleshooter is a specialist marksman who runs 2 hour shooting sessions
for any strikers who have trouble shooting. Strikers can learn about footwork
and vision, power and precision, movement and decision, belief and repetition,
challenge and intuition while they get 200 hits on the net. Any kid can shoot.
Freestyle kids learn to score.
Shooting is a simple skill, not an easy skill. There are obvious reasons why kids
miss their shots or kick the ball at the keeper. Some kids don’t know what to look
at and they take their eyes off the ball. Some kids panic in front of an open goal
because they lack regular practice. Some kids try too hard and blast the ball over
the bar. Some kids pass the ball to a team mate because they’re too scared to shoot
and miss. A Troubleshooter can adapt shooting sessions to suit beginners, small
groups or elite marksmen. They can analyse shots and clarify what to aim for, how
to optimise space and how to keep on target. It only takes 5 minutes to put the fun
back into the fundamentals of shooting.
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INDEPENDENT OBSERVER
Protecting kids from every challenge doesn’t give them the resilience
to overcome adversity or tackle future challenges.
Most coaches can’t see what they need to improve because they’re too close to
the action. Team coaches see what they expect to see. Two opposing coaches can
watch the same incident in a game and one will see the foul and the other can only
see a legitimate tackle. Every club needs an independent observer who can look
objectively at the game.
An independent observer can monitor individual skills, training drills, match
preparation, team morale, failure and achievement. They can focus on movement
and communication. They can identify the natural skills and they can discover the
untapped and hidden talent in a club.
Soccer should provide a continuous flow of energy, communication, intelligence,
innovation, movement and improvement. When a club can’t connect these
elements, or talented kids can’t achieve their true potential, they need the services
of an external consultant. We can’t establish an improvement program without an
awareness program.
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INNOVATION
Innovation just isn’t what it used to be. Everything can be changed.
When kids fail, the simplest solution is to look for better kids who are easier to
coach. Freestyle Soccer looks for kids who can challenge our coaching. There are
Soccer skills that haven’t even been invented yet and plenty of talented individuals
who haven’t been discovered yet.

Australia should be a Top 20 Football nation. There are so many talented kids
and so many innovative coaches just waiting for the freedom to express themselves
and challenge themselves. If we revolutionise Australian Soccer we can identify
these resources.
The future of Australian Soccer depends on bold, innovative and inspirational
coaches who aren’t scared to ask questions, learn about players or listen to new and
different ideas. The kids in elite Football nations are already 1 million ball touches
ahead of Australian Soccer kids. The keys to the Soccer future are right in front of
us, jumping up and down, waiting to be recognised. We just need to believe in them.
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QUESTION TIME
The most effective way to stimulate intelligence is to ask questions.

Do adults shout at kids because they play badly or do kids play badly because
adults shout at them? We’re good at telling kids what to do but not good at listening
to them. Kids can sense when adults don’t have much confidence in them by the
way they keep correcting them.
Why do kids go to school? Why do kids go to training? Do they go to do what they’re
told or to learn to think for themselves? What do kids look at when they kick a ball?
Do they look at the ball or goal? How many ball touches do kids need before a
game? How many calls can kids use in a game? Why do so many shots go straight
to the keeper?
Kids need confidence to ask questions so they can grasp their game. When players
ask questions, they’re asking for advice. They’re not questioning authority. Coaches
don’t need to be scared of questions. A good coach tells kids what to do so they
can follow orders. A better coach shows them how so they can practise.
The best coach explains the concepts so kids can use their own intelligence to
make decisions.
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JOY OF DISCOVERY
We teach kids everything we know about the game. The secret to
improvement is to discover everything we don’t know.
Junior Soccer is a kid’s game played by adults who like to make the decisions and
call the shots. We try to help kids by constantly telling them what’s wrong with them.
We try to make the right decisions for kids and protect them from making mistakes
or losing. We condition kids to take the easy way out and play it safe. Kids will never
discover how good they are if they never get a chance to play their own game.
Ordinary kids practise what they can do. Freestyle kids fail all the time because
they practise what they can’t do. They keep failing until they solve the problem and
succeed. These kids explore skills they didn’t know they had and learn to overcome
adversity. In the process, they discover that there are no limits to how much they
can improve.
Some kids will never discover the joy of a two hour shooting session with 100 balls.
Some will never discover that they can juggle a ball or score outrageous goals.
Some will never discover how good they are.
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SOCCEREVOLUTION
Each generation is smarter and more talented than the previous
generation. That’s the real evolution and revolution of the game.
What’s significant for the future of Australian Soccer is not how easy it is to improve
the next generation in 5 minutes but how hard it is for the old generation to look
at any ideas that are new or different. Kids need to feel free and make their own
decisions. When we look back at how Soccer was coached 20 years ago it gives us
an insight into what the kids of today are going to remember in 20 years time when
they think about our coaching system. Did we do our best to discover and develop
their talent or did we just tell them to do what they’re told?
A coaching system teaches what the old generation can do. A learning program is
designed to discover what the next generation can do. Kids need the freedom to
develop their new ideas and the confidence to challenge old ideas.. We need to
take the next generation as far as we can so they can go the rest of the way on their
own. We should never impose our own limitations on future generations. If we stop
looking for excuses, we can discover faster and smarter ways to improve kids.
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FREESTYLE CONNECTION
Australia has all the essential elements of a Top 20 Football Nation. We
just need to connect them all together and activate them.
Soccer is a jigsaw puzzle of 100 different pieces. There are so many different
elements in the game that it’s impossible for any kid to be untalented. Footwork
connects a kid with a ball. Calling connects players with their team. Training
connects players with their coach.
Juggling is the most effective way to connect natural skills with Soccer skills.
A Shooting Gallery connects the striker with the goal. A Skills Park connects
Freestyle kids with their intuition. Vision connects a ball with a target. Performance
measurement connects players with their confidence. A Teenage mentor connects a
coach with their team. A team coach connects training practice with match play. An
individual coach connects players with their natural ability.
The aim of Freestyle Soccer is to connect a Coaching System with a Learning
Program so that every kid can discover their full potential.
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EXTREME CONDITIONS
To become the best, we have to do our best to discover the best.
Extreme Freestyle is designed to take any kids to the level they want. We can
develop players to be non competitive or highly competitive. We can condition
unskilled kids to juggle a ball and enable them to control any bounce or spin in a
game. Any kid can learn to strike and receive the ball on the ground. Any kid can hit
a large static target. Extreme Freestylers practice with small moving targets.
They learn to predict the flight path of the ball, intersect it and intercept it.

We can’t become the best using lowest common denominator training drills. Extreme
Freestyle drills condition kids to master small targets, moving targets, the low hard
ball, the difficult high ball, rapid fire, advanced communication and sharp decision
making. Every Soccer kid can experience the challenge of running onto a high
flying cross.
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SKILLS COMPETITION
The first five minutes of anything we do is full of mistakes. Ordinary
kids give up in the first five. Smart kids use the first five to warm up.

The quickest and most effective way to identify the Freestyle kids in any club is to
conduct an annual skills competition. Juggling and dribbling skills can’t be faked.
They can only be developed through time and effort. Skills indicate the kids who put
in the extra training.
The average Soccer kid trains for 100 hours a year. Freestyle kids train for about
500 hours each year. An Annual skills competition inspires some kids to practise
every day. These are the Freestyle kids who are motivated to develop their talent,
intelligence and character. They reach an intuitive level of skill by making their own
decisions. In every club, kids need to be reminded of the importance of skill. Any
idea that motivates kids to practise on their own should be actively pursued. It gives
kids responsibility for their development.
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THREE PLAYERS
There are only three players in Soccer. Keep it that simple.
The Ball Player controls the ball and screens it from opponents. They listen for calls
and look for support runs so they can make intelligent decisions and distribute the
ball. They draw the man, find the path and play the pass. The Support Player loses
their marker and creates space to receive the ball. They learn where to move and
what to call so they can provide the best support options for the Ball Player.
The Defender gets back goalside, checks the blindside and pressures the
opposition. They close down space and tackle the Ball Players. These three players
never stand still in a game. At any time in any game, a player may be the Ball Player,
Support Player or Defender and they need to use their initiative and intelligence to
make the right decisions and the right moves to help their team. The goalkeeper is
the first man in attack. The striker is the first man in defence. The midfielder is the
first to support both the attack and the defence.
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MENTOR SESSIONS
Freestyle kids and mentors have higher expectations because they’re
prepared to become involved and engaged in the game.
Every now and again, a younger Soccer team should train with an older team so that
the young kids can gain some benefit from the extra experience of teenagers and
the power of one on one. Every older player can demonstrate close repetition drills
in pairs for the younger players. The coaches can stand in the middle and
monitor progress.
The older kids begin to appreciate what coaches do. Coaching isn’t just telling
players what to do, but knowing how, understanding why and explaining when and
where. Some teenagers are natural mentors.
The young players relate to the teenagers and look up to them. They get an insight
into what to expect as they become older. Every club has a diverse range of age
and capability. The aim of mentoring is to connect various elements of a club so they
can appreciate each other.
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SPACE THE LAST FRONTIER
If we tell kids to score goals, they will rush forward and lose
possession. If we tell kids to keep possession, they will score goals.

Plenty of kids get lost in space and don’t know what to do in a game or where to
move. There are strikers who stand with their markers in a game. Some strikers even
follow the defenders when they change position. There are attackers who go and
stand with the opposition every time they get a corner kick. They do the same thing
at throwins. Ordinary kids think ‘ball and goal’. They chase the ball till they catch it
and then they race towards goal till they lose it again. Freestyle kids think ‘space
and possession’. They pass the ball around until they find the opening to score.
Freestyle kids make sure they don’t lose the ball.
When we ask kids what they think about in a game, we discover that most of them
don’t. They wait to see what happens so they can react. Freestyle kids use space
to put their game together. They never stand still. When their team has possession,
they move into space to create options. When their team loses possession, they
close down the space.
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WHAT’S THE POINT
A Freestyle kid learns to anticipate the point of intersect, predict the
point of intercept and achieve the point of impact in a high cross.
At any skate park or BMX track, the Freestyler can take any ordinary drill and make
it more challenging. Any ordinary Soccer kid can stand still and wait for the ball.
Freestyle kids don’t do ordinary. The point is where a moving kid can make contact
with a high flying ball.
We can tell Soccer players where to stand and what to do but we can’t tell players
where to intercept the difficult high ball. That takes vision, talent, intelligence,
confidence and plenty of practice. Kids need to stimulate their intelligence and
calculate their ability if they want to compute the flight path of a difficult high ball and
dominate the play.
Any striker can stand dead still in the 6 yard box and wait to jump at a 50-50 corner.
Freestyle strikers learn to time their runs from the blind side so they can intercept
and impact the ball at maximum velocity.
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EXTRA TIME
In junior sport, it’s the little things that make all the difference.
No matter how good we become, we can always look for better ways to improve the
safety and development of kids and Football grounds. In a game where shin pads
are compulsory, players should never be allowed to train or play in goal without
safety gloves for protection.
Plastic cones break too easily. On every oval, there are sharp pieces of coloured
plastic lying around and creating a risk for kids. There’s no reason why clubs can’t
use soft rubber or silicon for their target cones.
If we look after our training ovals, they will look after us. Clubs don’t need to wear
out the goalmouths at training. Little kids don’t need to run grid games in the penalty
box. They only need a small area. If we turn the net around at shooting practice, and
use the space behind the goals, we discover that the grass is always greener on the
other side.
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